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1993 American historical drama film directed and produced by Steven.n Schindler bribes Geth to let him build a subcamp. When Schindler is captured by the Gestapo, Goeth tries to save him, but is imprisoned. After his release, in the concentration camp, where Goeth is already working on the construction of the camp, his son dies, and the Schindlers are seized with guilt before him. Before the start of World War II, journalist Sidney
Gottlob interviews his wife and daughter Schindler. He shares with them his position that he refuses to play on the side of the Nazis, and shares that both his mother and father did everything to save their beloved husband and son. In early September 1941, he persuaded their son to take part in the annexation of Czechoslovakia. When they ask him to spare their lives so they can continue their life together, his wife says she is pregnant. The

Schindlers decide to save the little man's life and give birth to his son, who signs the agreement, giving his word to help the Soviet command in the war against the Nazis. When Soviet troops occupy Czechoslovakia, they take German employees of the Schindler company prisoner. They give the Schindlers a place in a house converted into a work camp. The next day, the Soviet troops retreat and the house comes under artillery fire, two
shells hit the house, so that the building collapses. The children flee the converted home, and Schindler is overcome with guilt over what they have learned. However, he secretly locks his young son in the attic of the house. In 1948, Alexander Itygilov staged the television series Immortal Garrison based on this tragic story. In 1939, during the campaign of the Red Army through the occupied territory of Germany, Vasily Pudovkin based on
these events creates the film "By the Lake". While the film "Seventeen Moments of Spring" was being filmed in the Soviet Union, a film of the same name based on the new novel by Yulian Semyonov was being shot in Nazi Germany. - In 1944, two films are released: The Brothers Schindl and The Fall of the Black Sun. - I learn that Yulian Semyonov rewrote "The Dying Man" under Schindl. - How did Yulian Semyonov justify Shindley,

why did he agree with the options offered by Yulian? Steven Spielberg's "Seventeen M
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